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In March 2016, Joe Biden is alleged to have threatened to withhold $1 billion in aid to Ukraine if Shokin was not

fired for corruption, which he eventually was. 'Joe Biden has stated there was 'an absolute wall' between his

family's foreign business schemes and his duties as Vice President, but evidence reveals that access was wide

open for his family's influence peddling,' Comer said in a statement to DailyMail.com. 'We already have

evidence of then-Vice President Biden speaking, dining, and having coffee with his son's foreign business

associates. We also know that Hunter Biden and his associates were informed of then-Vice President Biden's

official government duties in countries where they had a financial interest.' Archer also added that Hunter

Biden would refer to his father as 'my guy,' which Republicans noted following the closed-door testimony on

Monday. According to the transcript, Hunter was 'getting paid a lot of money' by Burisma and 'wanted to show

value' by getting credit for Joe Biden's earlier trip to Ukraine in 2014. 'I can't guide my father in what he's

going to do on this trip, but let's get credit for it,' Archer said Hunter was thinking by referring to his dad as

'my guy.' Read the full story: https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-12416949/National-Archives-hand-

records-VP-Joe-Bidens-Ukraine-activities-overlapped-Hunters.html?ico=topics_pagination_desktop?

ito=msngallery

Their demands come after Hunter Biden 's ex-business partner Archer testified before the House

Oversight Committee earlier this month that Joe Biden's 'brand' protected Burisma because 'people

would be intimidated to mess with them.' Hunter's presence on Burisma's board and access to his

father - then vice president - led to the company's 'longevity' because they had the 'capabilities to

navigate D.C.,' Archer said according to the transcript. Hunter's best friend and business associate

sat with him on Burisma's board beginning in 2014. They also started Rosemont Seneca Partners, an

investment advisory firm, together. He confirmed that Hunter put Joe on speakerphone 20 times

during business meetings over a 10-year period, which was a 'signal' of 'value,' and Hunter used his

dad as 'defensive leverage.' He also told lawmakers that Joe sat and had dinner in-person on at least

two occasions with Hunter and his foreign business partners, who then wired money almost

immediately after to Biden-affiliated companies. The then-vice president also sat in on another

dinner with Hunter and his partners in 2015 at Cafe Milano in Washington, D.C., Archer

confirmed. 'Dear Hunter,' reads a note from a Ukrainian executive following the dinner. 'Thank you for

inviting me to DC and giving me an opportunity to meet your father and [spend] some time together.'
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